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Abstract

We propose a novel method to compute the absolute pose
of a generalized camera based on straight lines, which are
common in urban environment. The only assumption about
the imaging model is that 3D straight lines are projected via
projection planes determined by the line and camera pro-
jection directions, i.e. correspondences are given as a 3D
world line and its projection plane. Since modern cameras
are frequently equipped with various location and orien-
tation sensors, we assume that the vertical direction (e.g.
a gravity vector) is available. Therefore we formulate the
problem in terms of 4 unknowns using 3D line - projec-
tion plane correspondences which yields a closed form so-
lution. The solution can be used as a minimal solver as well
as a least squares solver without reformulation. The pro-
posed algorithm have been evaluated on various synthetic
datasets as well as on real data. Experimental results con-
firm state of the art performance both in terms of quality
and computing time.

1. Introduction

Pose estimation is a fundamental building block of var-
ious vision applications, e.g. visual odometry [22], image-
based localization and navigation [12], fusion [27], and aug-
mented reality [2]. Herein, we are interested in absolute
pose estimation, which consists in determining the posi-
tion and orientation of a camera with respect to a 3D world
coordinate frame. Absolute pose estimation has been ex-
tensively studied yielding various formulations and solu-
tions. Most of the approaches focus on a single perspec-
tive camera pose estimation using n 2D–3D point corre-
spondences, known as the Perspective n Point (PnP) prob-
lem [18, 19, 14]. It has been widely studied for both large n
as well as for the n = 3 minimal case (see [14] for a recent

overview). Using line correspondences yields the Perspec-
tive n Line (PnL) problem (see [29] for a detailed overview).
The minimal case of n = 3 line correspondences is partic-
ularly important as its solution is the basis for dealing with
the general PnL problem. It has been shown in [7], that P3L
leads to an 8th order polynomial, which is higher than the
4th polynomial of a P3P problem.

However, modern applications, especially in vision-
based localization and navigation for robotics and au-
tonomous vehicles, it is often desirable to use multi-camera
systems which covers large field of views [23, 5, 17]. Not
only classical image-based techniques, such as Structure
from Motion (SfM) [26] provide 3D measurements of a
scene, but modern range sensors (e.g. Lidar, Kinect) record
3D structure directly. Thus the availability of 3D data is also
becoming widespread, hence methods to estimate absolute
pose of a set of cameras based on 2D measurements of the
3D scene received more attention [14, 5, 16].

In this work, we deal with the generalized absolute pose
estimation from 3D–2D line correspondences (also known
as the gPnL problem) with known vertical direction. While
several point-based methods exist [5, 14], little work has
been done on using line correspondences for generalized
pose. One notable work is the minimal multiview NP3L
solver of Lee [16], which deals with full 6 DOF pose pa-
rameter estimation. Today, the vast majority of modern
cameras, smartphones, UAVs, and camera mounted mo-
bile platforms are equiped with a cheap and precise inertial
measurement unit (IMU). Such devices provide the vertical
direction from which one can calculate 2 rotation angles,
thus reducing the free parameters from 6 to 4. The accu-
racy of this up-vector is typically between 0.5◦− 0.02◦ [1].
While robust minimal solutions based on point correspon-
dences exist for perspective cameras with known vertical
direction [1, 15], none of these methods use line correspon-
dences nor generalized non-perspective cameras.
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In this paper, we propose a novel solution to the gPnL
problem with known vertical direction. The only assump-
tion about our generalized camera [10] is that projection
rays of a 3D line fall into coplanar subsets yielding a pen-
cil of projection planes. Important special cases of such
a camera include stereo and multiview perspective camera
systems [5, 14, 16], perspective camera moving along a tra-
jectory [5, 17, 6, 28, 30], as well as other non-perspective
cameras with central omnidirectional [3, 9, 21, 24] or ortho-
graphic projection. Our algorithm can be used as a minimal
gP3L solver with 3 line correspondences suitable for hy-
pothesis testing like RANSAC [8]. Furthermore, the same
algorithm can be used without reformulation for n > 3 lines
as well as for classical single-view PnL problems. The per-
formance and robustness of the proposed method have been
evaluated on large synthetic datasets as well as on real data.

2. Generalized camera model
While the dominant imaging model in computer vision

is perspective projection, recently much more complex vi-
sion sensors have been introduced in various application ar-
eas [10]. Regardless of its specific design, an imaging sys-
tem maps incoming rays of light from the scene onto pixels
on the detector. For a perspective imaging system, all the
incoming light rays are projected directly onto to the de-
tector plane through a single point, namely, the projection
center of the perspective system. This is not true in an ar-
bitrary system, e.g. a camera system could be comprised of
multiple individual perspective or non-perspective imaging
systems, each with its own imaging optics and image detec-
tor.

If we are not placing any restrictions on the properties
of the imaging system, then all rays can be expressed us-
ing its Plücker coordinates defined in the generalized cam-
era coordinate frame C [23, 5]. A Plücker coordinate is
a homogeneous 6-vector composed of a pair of 3-vectors
(v,m), where v is the unit direction vector of the line and
m = v × p is a vector whose direction is perpendicular
to the plane containing the line and the origin, and p is an
arbitrary point on the line [23, 5]. Obviously, v ·m = 0.

Thus any 3D point X in the camera frame C lying on the
camera projection ray (v,m) can be written as

X = v ×m+ dv, d ∈ R. (1)

Since v is a unit vector, the point (v × m) is the point
on the ray closest to the origin and d is the (signed) dis-
tance from that point [23]. The above expression defines
the 3D point - ray correspondence for a generalized cam-
era. While this is sufficient to estimate the absolute pose
with respect to a world coordinate frame W , rays are usu-
ally not directly available in an imaging system, it has to
be computed from recorded pixels. Following [10], we can

Figure 1: Projection of a 3D line L by a generalized camera.

represent the mapping of rays to pixels through so called
ray pixels or raxels, which are conveniently arranged on a
so called ray surface. For example, central cameras (both
perspective and non-perspective) are often represented by a
unit sphere [3, 9, 21, 24]. Many imaging systems have a
special ray surface, called caustic, which is defined as the
envelope of the incoming rays (i.e. incoming rays are tan-
gent to this surface). As argued by [10], caustics are the
logical place to locate raxels. Note that in the perspective
case, the caustic is a point (the projection center).

2.1. Line projection

While point projection of a generalized camera is gov-
erned by (1), the projection of lines becomes much more
complex. For points, we assume (according to physical
laws) that they are projected by straight lines and the image
of a point will be a set of points. However lines may have a
very complex projection in a generalized camera as opposed
to a well defined line in the perspective case. Therefore we
make an additional assumption about our camera: the pro-
jection rays of a 3D lineL can be divided into coplanar sub-
sets yielding a pencil of projection planes πL

i with L being
the axis of the pencil (see Fig. 1). For such a given projec-
tion plane πL

i , one image of the line L becomes a general
curve on the ray surface determined by the intersection of
πL
i with the ray surface. Common examples include mul-

tiview central cameras (see Sec. 3.2), or linear pushbroom
imaging which may be thought of as a projective image in
one direction and an orthographic image in the other direc-
tion.

3. Generalized absolute pose
Herein, 3D lines will be represented by their unit direc-

tion vector v and by an arbitrary point X on it: L = (v,X).
The projection planes πL

i are given by their unit normal ni

and the signed distance di from the origin, which is also
known as the Hessian normal form: πL

i = (ni, di). The
sign of di determines the side of the plane on which the ori-
gin is located. If di > 0, it is in the half-space determined
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by the normal direction ni, and if di < 0, it is in the other
half-space. Note that the (signed) point-plane distance from
a homogeneous 3D point X = (X1, X2, X3, 1) to a plane
πL
i is given by πL

i ·X, which should be 0 for points on the
plane. If the point X is in the half-space determined by the
normal direction ni, then the distance is positive; if it is in
the other half-space, then the distance is negative.

SinceL lies on πL
i , its direction vector v is perpendicular

to ni:
∀i : ni · vC = ni ·Rv = 0 (2)

where R is the rotation matrix from the world W to the
camera frame C and vC denotes the unit direction vector of
L in the camera frame C. Furthermore, the point X on line
L also lies on πL

i , hence

∀i : πL
i · (XC , 1) = ni · (RX+ t) + di = 0 (3)

where t is the translation from the world W to the camera
C frame and XC denotes the point on L in the camera coor-
dinate system C.

The absolute pose of our generalized camera is defined
as the rigid transformation (R, t) acting betweenW and C,
and the equations (2)–(3) provide constraints for comput-
ing the pose using 3D line and projection plane correspon-
dences. Note that both equations have a geometric meaning:
(2) expresses the cos of the angle between the plane normal
and the line direction; while (3) gives the signed distance of
the point on the line and its projection plane. Hence mini-
mizing the squared error of these equations would actually
minimize the geometric error.

3.1. Known vertical direction

Before formulating our solution, let us see the param-
eterization of R when the vertical direction is available.
This information is typically obtained from an IMU (Iner-
tial Measurement Unit), which consists of accelerometers
capable to measure the Earth’s gravity center. The accuracy
of an IMU’s up-vector is typically between 0.5◦−0.02◦ [1].
However, similar information can be obtained from a cali-
brated image by detecting a vanishing point (in man-made
environment, one can get the vertical vanishing point) [11].
In fact, the knowledge of any direction would lead to a sim-
ilar formulation of the problem.

Assuming that the camera coordinate system C is a stan-
dard right handed system with the X axis pointing up (see
Fig. 1), the world unit vector (1, 0, 0)> is known in the cam-
era coordinate frame C. Given this up-vector, we can com-
pute the rotation Rv around Y and Z axes, which aligns
the world X axis with the camera X axis, thus the only un-
known is the rotation RX around the vertical axis yielding
the following factorization of theW → C rotation R:

R = RvRX = Rv

1 0 0
0 cos(α) − sin(α)
0 sin(α) cos(α)

 (4)

Unfortunately, the above factorization gives only the cos
and sin of the rotation angle which, when plugged into
(2)–(3), yields trigonometric equations in α but linear in
t. In order to eliminate sin(α) and cos(α), we can use
the substitution q = tan(α/2) [15, 1], for which cos(α) =
(1− q2)/(1 + q2) and sin(α) = 2q/(1 + q2). Therefore

(1 + q2)RX(q) =

1 + q2 0 0
0 1− q2 −2q
0 2q 1− q2

 . (5)

Substituting RX(q) into (2) yields a quadratic equation in
the single unknown q:

∀i : aiq
2 + biq + ci = 0, with

ai = (n>i Rv)

 v1
−v2
−v3


bi = 2(v2(n

>
i R

1
v)− v3(n>i R2

v)) (6)
ci = (n>i Rv)v,

where v = (v1, v2, v3)
> is the unit direction vector of L,

while R1
v and R2

v denote the first and second column vector
of Rv , respectively. Once a solution is obtained for RX ,
it can be substituted into (3) yielding the following linear
equation in t = (t1, t2, t3)

>:

n>i (RvRXX) + n>i t+ di = 0

ni,1t1 + ni,2t2 + ni,3t3 + n>i (RX) + di = 0[
n>i n>i (RX) + di

] [t
1

]
= 0 (7)

where X is a point on the 3D line L and ni is one projection
plane of L in the generalized camera. Given a set of 3D
lines and their projection planes, each such pair provides
one linear equation of the form (7) yielding a homogeneous
linear system in t whose matrix has rows [n>i ,n

>
i (RX) +

di].

3.1.1 Number of correspondences

For each 3D line L and each corresponding projection plane
πL
i , we get one quadratic equation of the form (6) and one

linear equation of the form (7). Thus having NL distinct
projections generates NL equations for L. The total num-
ber of equations is thus n =

∑M
`=1N` where M is the total

number of 3D lines visible (i.e. having at least one projec-
tion plane) in our generalized camera.

The minimal case of the linear system (7) consists of
three pairs of L and πL, each one providing one equation
in t, which is easily solved. Although the minimal case for
(6) would be only one pair of L and πL, we always need 3
pairs of (L, πL) because of t. Therefore we only address
the least squares solution of (6). We note, however, that
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based on one (L, πL) pair, the rotation parameter q could
be obtained as a direct solution of the quadratic equation
(6). The reason why we not proceed in this way is because
the least squares formulation also leads a direct solution,
hence computationally it is close to this minimal solution,
while the additional constraints ensure an increased numer-
ical stability. As a consequence, the formulation of our
method is identical for the minimal as well as least squares
cases. Minimal solvers are typically employed for robust
pose estimation within RANSAC [8] in order to maximize
the probability of picking an all-inlier sample, hence reduc-
ing the number of iterations.

3.1.2 Efficient solution: gPnLup

In the non-minimal case, both (6) and (7) becomes overde-
termined and can be solved in the least squares sense. Let
us emphasize, that the least squares solution minimizes the
geometric error of the solution as (6) expresses the cos of
the angle between the plane normal and the line direction;
while (7) gives the signed distance of the point X on the line
and its projection plane. The squared error of (6) becomes
a quartic function in q:

n∑
i=1

(
a2i q

4 + 2aibiq
3 + (2aici + b2i )q

2 + 2biciq + c2i
)
,

(8)
whose minima is found by computing the roots of its deriva-
tive

n∑
i=1

(
4a2i q

3 + 6aibiq
2 + (4aici + 2b2i )q + 2bici

)
(9)

The roots of this third order polynomial are computed in a
closed form. In general, there are maximum 3 roots, at least
one of them being real. In case of multiple solutions, each
real root is back-substituted into (7) to compute the corre-
sponding t. The final solution is then selected by checking
whether lines are consistently placed w.r.t. the camera sys-
tem, or by evaluating the reprojection error of each solution
and choosing the one with minimal error.

3.2. Multiview central cameras

One common example of a generalized camera is a set
of central cameras [14, 5, 23, 17]. Let us have a closer look
at this important special case, when 3D lines are viewed by
N central cameras. Note that a central camera may or may
not be perspective! Even when a camera has a single effec-
tive viewpoint, its projection model may include non-linear
distortions, like in the case of central omnidirectional cam-
eras [3, 9, 13, 25, 27]. Herein, we will consider an arbitrary
mixture of perspective and non-perspective central cameras
and derive equations for (6) and (7) for this important spe-
cial case.

omnidirectional perspective

Figure 2: Spherical representation of central projection
cameras.

A unified model for central omnidirectional cameras was
proposed by Geyer and Daniilidis [9], which represents cen-
tral panoramic cameras as a projection onto the surface of a
unit sphere S. The camera coordinate system is in the center
of S, and the Z axis is the optical axis of the camera which
intersects the image plane in the principal point. This for-
malism has been adopted and models for the internal projec-
tion function have been proposed by Micusik [21, 20] and
subsequently by Scaramuzza [25] who derived a general
polynomial form g(‖x‖) = a0+a2‖x‖2+a3‖x‖3+a4‖x‖4
which has 4 parameters representing the internal calibration
parameters (a0, a2, a3, a4) of the camera (only 4 parameters
as a1 is always 0 [25]). Thus the nonlinear (but symmetric)
distortion of central omnidirectional optics is represented
by placing this rotationally symmetric g surface between
the image plane and the unit sphere S [25] (see Fig. 2).
Knowing the internal calibration of the camera allows us
to work directly with spherical image points xS ∈ S using
the bijective mapping of image points x 7→ xS composed
of 1) lifting the image point x onto the g surface by an or-
thographic projection

xg =

[
x

a0 + a2‖x‖2 + a3‖x‖3 + a4‖x‖4
]

(10)

and then 2) centrally projecting the lifted point xg onto the
surface of the unit sphere S:

xS =
xg

‖xg‖
(11)

Similarly, the image points of a perspective camera can
be represented on S by the bijective mapping x 7→ xS :
xK = K−1x and xS = xK/‖xK‖ (see Fig. 2). Thus the
projection of a calibrated central camera is fully described
by means of unit vectors xS in the half space of R3. A 3D
world point X is projected into xS ∈ S by a simple central
projection taking into account the pose:

xS =
RX+ t

‖RX+ t‖
(12)

Following the line projection model outlined in Sec-
tion 2.1, a 3D line L is centrally projected by a single pro-
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jection plane πL = (n, d) onto the surface S. Since the
camera projection center is also on πL, d becomes zero and
thus πL is uniquely determined by its unit normal n. The
image of L is the intersection of the ray surface S and πL,
which is a great circle, while a particular line segment be-
comes a great circle segment on the unit sphere S. When
we have N central cameras, a 3D line L has up to N im-
ages, one in each camera. These cameras may be rigidly as-
sembled into a multi-camera system or they might originate
from a single camera moving along a trajectory [23, 5, 17, 2]
– in either case, they form a generalized camera with known
relative poses C → Ci with respect to the common cam-
era coordinate frame C. This is obtained by e.g. calibration
of the multi-camera system [23] or by tracking the pose of
a moving camera using visual-inertial-odometry [12, 5] or
visual-odometry [22, 5]. Thus individual cameras are re-
lated to C via (Ri, ti) : C → Ci and the projection plane
πC

i

= (nC
i

, 0) of L in camera Ci is given in the general-
ized camera frame C as

πL
i = (ni, di) with ni = Ri>nC

i

and di = nC
i

· ti (13)

Substituting the above expressions for ni and di into (6)–(7)
gives the equations for multiview central cameras.

4. Experimental Results
For the quantitative evaluation of our generalized pose

estimation algorithm with line correspondences, we gener-
ated various benchmark datasets of 3D–2D line pairs. Each
dataset has 1000 samples. 3D lines were generated by plac-
ing three 2D planes in the 3D Euclidean space and about 10
lines were placed on each of these planes, whose size was
normalized into a 1m3 cube. Then we applied a random
translation of 0 − 1unit and rotation of 0◦, . . . , 45◦ around
the Z axis and 20◦, . . . , 60◦ around the vertical X axis to
place the planes. All the parameters were inspired by com-
mon urban structural properties, in which environment the
real data experiments were performed too.

The synthetic 2D images of the 3D lines were generated
with omnidirectional cameras and perspective cameras as
well. We applied the same rotation range of −20◦, . . . , 20◦
around all three axis and random displacement of 3 units
on every camera systems. The known intrinsic parame-
ters of the perspective cameras are K: focal length fx =
846.1251, fy = 846.1424, and the principal point o which
was set to the center of the 2376 × 1584 image plane.
While in case of the omnidirectional camera we used a vir-
tual camera to generate omnidirectional images with size
of 3.6MPx. The camera parameters were taken from a real
8mm Fish-eye camera calibration, calibrated with the cali-
bration toolbox of Scaramuzza [25]. Separate datasets were
generated by the combination of the perspective and omni-
directional cameras into a camera system.
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Figure 3: Comparison of our method in case of varying
line numbers and varying noise levels (10% and 20% noise
level,m:median error value). The upper plot indicates the
efficiency of our minimal (n = 3) and least square solutions
in case of 2D noise, while the plot below shows the results
in case of 3D noise. In both of these cases we used one
omnidirectional and two perspective cameras in our camera
system.

In case of 3 camera systems, we used three different con-
structions which contains 0,1,2 or 3 omnidirectional cam-
eras. For this setup, datasets were generated with random
translation 0.4 and random relative rotation between the
cameras around the Y and Z axis in range of −5◦, . . . , 5◦,
and around the X axis 15◦, . . . , 25◦.

The evaluation of the algorithms were done in two sce-
nario: either all of the 3D–2D line pairs are used (about 30
line pairs per sample - this will be denoted by n) or only the
minimum number line pairs are used (3 line pairs - this will
be denoted by 3). We also compare our results with state of
the art methods. Since to the best of our knowledge, there is
no prior method for generalized pose estimation from line
correspondences and known vertical direction, we compare
our method with the point-based non-perspective UPnP [14]
of Kneip et al.; and the line-based non-perspective minimal
solver NP3L [16] of Lee.

First, we evaluate the sensitivity of our algorithms with
n lines for the composition of the camera systems. Fig. 6
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Figure 4: Comparison of the UPnP method with our method
in case of varying 2D noise levels (2D: 10% and 20% 2D
noise, 2Dv: 10% and 20% 2D noise with 5◦ vertical noise,
m:median error value). The upper plot presents the rotation
errors w.r.t. different 2D noise levels, while the plot lower
shows translation errors. In both of these cases we used one
omnidirectional and two perspective cameras in our camera
system.

shows, that for n lines our solver is slightly more accurate
when we have less omnidirectional camera in our system
due to their effective lower resolution. However, overall
the method performs quite well independently of the type
of construction, having a median rotation error less than
0.0501◦ in all samples. Hereafter we use the 1 omnidirec-
tional + 2 perspective camera configuration for our compar-
isons.

Next, we compare the performance in the minimal and n-
line cases. Fig. 3 shows the rotational and translation error
in case of n lines as well as 3 lines. Obviously, the algo-
rithms perform better for n lines, but overall the estimates
are quite accurate both in case of 2D and 3D noise.

4.1. Noise Resilience

In order to evaluate the sensitivity of our algorithms to
line measurement noise, we add random noise to the gen-
erated test cases in the following way: The 2D lines are
corrupted with additive random noise on one endpoint of

Figure 5: Comparison of the UPnP method with our method
in case of varying 3D noise levels (3D: 10% and 20% 3D
noise, 3Dv: 10% and 20% 3D noise with 5◦ vertical noise,
m:median error value). The upper plot presents the rotation
errors w.r.t. different 3D noise levels, while the plot lower
shows translation errors. In both of these cases we used one
omnidirectional and two perspective cameras in our camera
system.

the line and the direction vector of the line. The amount of
noise is 10% and 20%, meaning that a random number is
added to each coordinate up to the specified percentage of
the actual coordinate value.

In Fig. 7 we show the evaluation of our algorithm in case
of 1◦, 5◦ and 10◦ vertical direction noise levels. To have
a fair comparison with the other methods, later we added a
±5◦ random noise to the vertical direction (this is above the
typical noise level of a low quality IMU), and then run our
algorithms on the 10% and 20% noisy datasets both in case
of 2D and 3D noise types. The comparative results of these
experiments are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, where we show
error plots compared with UPnP [14]. UPnP is slightly
more accurate for noiseless input, but it is consistently out-
performed by our methods in every noisy case. The trans-
lation errors show us the same tendency, in the noisy cases
our algorithm performs better. We should note here that be-
cause the rotation and translation is decoupled, any error in
the rotation is directly propagated into the linear system of
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Figure 6: Efficiency of our method in case of different
camera system configurations (o:omnidirectional camera,
p:perspective cameras, m:median error value). The upper
plot presents the rotation errors w.r.t. different camera sys-
tem configurations, while the plot below shows translation
errors.

Figure 7: Comparison of the effect of various vertical direc-
tion errors in case of 1◦, 5◦ and 10◦ using one omnidirec-
tional and two perspective cameras.

the translation. Note as well, that in the maximal case when
we have 3 cameras, UPnP has more than 150 point pairs
to work with (we used 2 points per line), which is double
than the number of correspondences for our algorithm. Fi-
nally, the typical runtime of our method was 9.8ms, while

Fig. 8 Fig. 9
gPnLup gPnLup NP3L [16]

Rotation error (deg) 1.1972 1.0216 4.5029
Translation error 0.8797 0.9088 3.0037
Forward projection error(m) 0.2407 0.2904 0.5901

Table 1: Comparison of the maximal rotational, transla-
tional and forward projection error of various methods on
the real data.

it was 8.8ms for UPnP [14] in case of n lines. CPU time
of our method is slightly higher than UPnP [14], however
our algorithm was implemented in MATLAB, while UPnP
is implemented in C++.

4.2. Real Data

In Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, we show our results on a real dataset.
2D perspective images were captured with a Canon 5D
DSLR camera, the 2D omnidirectional images were taken
with a Canon EF 8-15mm f4L fisheye lens, and the 3D point
cloud was captured with a Riegl VZ400 Lidar scanner with
an angular resolution of 0.05◦. The ground truth pose was
calculated using special Lidar markers placed on the build-
ing facades. The 3D location of these markers are read by
the Lidar scanner, and their corresponding 2D locations are
manually selected in each camera image. The role of these
markers is two-fold: First, using these high quality 3D-2D
point correspondences, UPnP [14] was used to calculate the
reference pose for each camera image. Second, given an
estimated pose, we can compute the forward projection of
the 2D marker points onto the 3D surfaces and compute the
(metric) error in 3D space. For the reference pose, the max-
imum of this forward projection error was 0.1205m, while
the mean was 0.0677m. We detected 2D lines on the per-
spective images using the OpenCV LSD detector, while on
the omnidirectional images we used the automatic line ex-
traction toolbox of Bermudez [4]. 3D lines were extracted
in a similar way on Riegl’s own 2D RGB images used for
colorizing the Lidar scan.

In the first test case (Fig. 8), we have a calibrated cam-
era system consisting of 3 perspective and 1 omnidirec-
tional cameras. The evaluation of the pose obtained by
our gPnLup algorithm are shown in Table 1. To our best
knowledge there is no existing method which works for n
lines and general cameras. Hence we prepared another test
case where we compare our results with the NP3L minimal
solver of Lee [16]. The MATLAB implementation of NP3L
provided by the author of [16] works only with three per-
spective cameras and a total of three line correspondences,
hence in Fig. 9 we show results for such a camera system.
As it is shown in Table 1, our algorithm outperforms NP3L
in spite of the fact, that the input vertical direction for our
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Figure 8: Lidar laser scan for testing our pose estimation algorithms with a 3-perspective-1-omnidirectional multi-view
camera system. The extracted 2D lines are shown on the 2D images, while on the Lidar scan (middle) red dots are the
estimated positions and green dots are the real location of the markers in metric 3D space.

Figure 9: Lidar laser scan for testing our pose estimation algorithms with a 3-perspective camera system. The extracted 2D
lines are shown on the 2D images (left). On the Lidar scan (right), red dots are the estimated positions of our minimal solver,
blue dots are the estimated positions of NP3L [16], and green dots are the real location of the markers in the 3D metric space.

algorithm had a 1.198◦ deviation from the ground truth. It
is thus fair to say that gP3Lup provides state-of-the-art esti-
mates under real conditions.

5. Conclusions
We proposed a direct least squares solutions to the gPnL

problem from line correspondences with known vertical
direction. The only assumption about our generalized
camera is that 3D lines project through projection planes.
Many practically important camera setup corresponds to
this model: stereo and multiview central camera systems
composed of perspective and non-perspective (e.g. omnidi-
rectional) cameras, or a camera (system) moving along a
trajectory. The method can be used as a minimal solver
(e.g. within RANSAC) as well as a general least squares

solver without reformulation. The proposed method have
been evaluated on synthetic and real datasets. Comparative
tests confirm state of the art performance both in terms of
quality and computing time.
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